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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document is submitted as fulfilment of the requirements for the delivery of the Preparatory
Phase of the Square Kilometre Array (PrepSKA) Work Package 2 (WP2) System Concept Design
Review (CoDR).

1.2 Scope of the document
The document provides an overview of the System CoDR process, outcomes and subsequent events
and planning.

2

SKA System CoDR

2.1 Overview
The system CoDR was conducted during the period 24 to 26 February 2010 at the University of
Manchester.
During the three day period members of the SKA Program Development Office (SPDO) presented the
various aspects of the system concept design to a five member review panel. The panel consisted
largely out of individuals from outside the SKA community who are involved in other radio
astronomy projects, large science projects and industry.
The review was also attended by various observers from across the SKA community.

2.2 Review Plan
To facilitate the review a plan was developed setting out:
1. The context of the review,
2. The purpose and expected outcome of the review,
3. The roles and responsibilities of the review participants, and
4. The logistics behind the review.
The plan was reviewed with the chairman of the review panel and was updated as and when
changes were encountered. The final revision of the plan was available the day before the start of
the review. This revision of the plan is attached in Appendix A.

2.3 Purpose and Expected Outcomes of the CoDR
As outlined in the plan the CoDR was conducted to evaluate:
2010-06-08
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The overall progress,



Whether the technical adequacy obtained during the concept phase is at a sufficient level of
maturity to allow the system to move into the next phase,



Whether all system aspects of the project have been covered and where gaps exist, whether
adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.

The expected outcome of the review was the establishment of the system concept baseline by
conclusion of the system level concept phase.
More specifically the Review Panel was requested to consider the following questions:
1.

Is the system framework that has been created strong enough to enable the project to
move forward as a whole and is it sufficient enough to provide the necessary and clear
guidance to the lower levels of the project?

2.

At the concept level, is the system presented capable of meeting the science
requirements?

3.

Has sufficient evidence been presented for including candidate technologies to justify
further resources being spent on further analysis and refinement, based on current
knowledge of feasibility, cost and performance (i.e. meeting science requirements)?

4.

Have all the necessary elements been considered or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?

5.

Is there a sufficiently accurate estimate of risk at this stage of the project?

6.

Is the plan for reducing risk credible?

7.

Are the planned decision-making processes sufficient and reasonable for carrying out the
trade-offs needed to arrive at a final system design?

8.

At what stage should descope options be considered?

9.

Is the plan for proceeding through the subsequent project phases credible?

10.

Is the schedule for proceeding to the subsequent project phases credible?

11.

Are resources sufficient to carry out work subsequent to the CoDR, and commensurate
with the planned schedule? (People, Budget).

2.4 Documentation
In support of the review nineteen (19) documents and six (6) supporting documents were developed
and distributed to the review panel before the review. The documents were developed under the
leadership of the SPDO system engineer with major contributions from the SPDO project engineer
and domain specialists. Inputs and contributions were also received from organisations external to
the SPDO.

2010-06-08
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A list of the documents and the delivery dates are shown in Appendix B.
The documents were made available to all the SKA liaison engineers, all the observers and the SKA
Science and Engineering Committee (SSEC) prior to the review.
The documents are available on the SKA wiki site at:
http://wiki.skatelescope.org/bin/view/LiaisonEngineers/CoDRDocsLE
Prior to the review several questions were received from the review panel members. These
questions were recorded and the answers were provided back to the panel before the review.

2.5 Review
The agenda followed during the review is shown in the Review Plan in Appendix A.
During the review several presentations, based on the documentation, were made. The
presentations aimed to represent the detail of the underlying documentation as completely as
possible.
Although the agenda allowed ample time for discussion the panel did request a change in the
sequence of presentations on the Thursday to focus on the strategy going forward. This resulted in
the session on management plans (session 5) being moved to the end of the day. Eventually time ran
out and the panel agreed that after having read the management plans beforehand, the plans were
complete and well understood.
During Friday (26 February) the panel spent the majority of the morning in a closed session
discussing and drafting the panel report. In parallel the SPDO had a round table discussion with the
observers on their views and perceptions of all the aspects of the review.
During the afternoon the panel provided their initial verbal feedback to the SPDO and the observers.
The aspects mentioned during this debriefing session are all covered in the panel report and are
therefore not presented here.

2.6 Review Panel Report
The final report from the review panel was received on 21 March 2010. The report highlighted
twenty findings and recommendations and also provided more detail on each of these aspects. The
findings and recommendations taken directly from the Review Panel Report were:
1. The Panel was impressed by the preparations for the review and the degree and
professionalism of the SKA systems engineering. The Panel appreciates the rapid response to
questions submitted shortly before the review. The documentation provided was of a high
standard and covered all relevant aspects. This gave a lot of confidence in the SPDO led
effort.
2. The SKA team seemed to have recognized about 95% of the problems (but recognizing a
problem does not mean it is solved or that it is solvable). The Panel could only identify two
possible gaps: security of hardware at remote sites, and export controls.
2010-06-08
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3. SKA in its present setup tries to push technology limits on pretty much all fronts. Some
parameters are pushed orders of magnitude beyond state-of-the-art. Even things that
traditionally have been minor problems are now an issue (e.g., power, computing, signal
transport & processing, …). Given current time and cost constraints the Panel felt that the
combination of scope, timeline, and cost was in general overambitious and in several areas
unrealistic.
4. Given current timeframe and assumed funding constraints, the science covers too large a
parameter space and includes requirements which imply differing optimal design decisions,
e.g. optimizing hardware for survey vs. single object observations. This hinders further
progress in the SKA definition and converging on a conceptual design. It is an important
decision for the project to either keep to the proposed timeline and adjust the scope
accordingly, or keep the ambitious scope and adjust the timeline (and budget) accordingly.
5. The system engineering team did a great job in trying to satisfy the wide range of science
requirements. However, the Panel did not see stable requirements which would allow a
stable design for SKA. At this stage, the panel expected a higher degree of refinement
regarding the SKA concept.
6. SKA is ready to move into the definition phase. This transition is essential to support the
proposed timeline for a construction start (with a redefined scope), to arrive at an SKA
concept, and to ensure that additional resources are focused on activities that truly support
the SKA schedule.
7. The project needs to take important decisions on science and technology soon. It is
recommended to define very well the process for making choices and make it very visible
throughout the project. Entrust decision making to smaller groups wherever possible.
8. The Panel recommends prioritizing the science goals as soon as possible in order to enable
the project to move forward with a system concept definition. This is a necessary condition
to allow the definition of a SKA baseline design whose implementation would be feasible on
the chosen timeline.
9. In order to enable the necessary prioritization, the Panel recommends that a suitably
empowered and trusted independent Science Advisory Body should be established as soon
as possible. Ideally this Science Advisory Body would consist of science authorities in
astronomy who are independent of technology driven programs for SKA.
10. It is the Panel’s impression that, in SKA, engineering and development goals and interests
have been weighted at least equally with science goals. The Panel recommends changing
this situation and making sure that the SKA be a primarily science-driven project.
11. The Panel recommends a two stage approach by defining a “baseline” SKA project and
future “enhancements”. The baseline SKA would be based on achieving a few top level
science goals resulting from the science prioritization process. It would accommodate a mix
of low risk and high risk technology and be feasible within the schedule and cost constraints.
At the same time, and in view of more ambitious long-term goals, a roadmap should be
2010-06-08
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planned for the introduction of innovative (higher risk) technologies which will become
available at a later stage and enable wider science goals (“enhancements”).
12. The Panel recommends that a Technology Advisory Body be established to assist in reaching
the appropriate technology choices versus time in the process outline above. The TAB
should consist of neutral experts who can assist the project to make initial technology
selections and in the process of road mapping for the introduction of innovative
technologies into later stages of deployment.
13. The Panel believes that - in order to enable forward planning - the output of the R&D
program should be generally defined more in terms of software and hardware deliverables,
e.g. detector prototypes with demonstrated performance, reliability, cost etc., rather than
reports alone.
14. The Panel recommends not to underestimate the effort it will take to get from a working
prototype to industrial large scale production based on the Panel’s experience with smaller
production quantities for ALMA and the LHC, and large quantities in industrial production.
The planned time for achieving this step, currently two years for “Detailed Design,
Production Engineering and Tooling” is too short in the Panel’s assessment.
15. A framework for doing lifetime SKA costing seems in place. However, a detailed costing was
not given, and the panel expected a more advanced costing at this stage. Stabilising
requirements and producing a credible costing are quite urgent at this stage of the project.
The project should not underestimate or understate the cost.
16. SKA should ensure that the SKA R&D, design work, and alternatives analysis during the
project definition phase is driven by achieving cost reduction and satisfying the target total
cost goals as well as the science goals.
17. The Project Director should prepare a resource plan for completing the R&D and conceptual
design work needed to produce a high quality set of requirements and conceptual design
report. The resource plan needs to be adequate to establish a credible construction plan for
SKA including the total construction cost and sufficient information on operating costs to
inform the funding agencies of the long-term commitments needed to meet the science
goals.
18. The schedule for the next two years, including the preparation of a Conceptual Design
Report, should include a couple of dozen milestones with clear definitions of what it means
to satisfy the milestone and the exact dates that the milestones are expected to be
complete.
19. In order to achieve the schedule and resource planning goals outlined above, the project
structure needs to be strengthened. The SSEC should further empower the SPDO to carry
out the SKA central management, integration, and project administration functions. Success
depends on the participating organizations acknowledging and supporting the central role of
the SPDO. The project should start setting up the framework for institutional accountability
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now, e.g., MOU’s with high-level authorities such as Institute Directors, Division Heads, or
Department Chairs.
20. Technical effort should continue in all relevant areas: receptor design and construction of
pathfinder/conceptual prototypes; site studies; systems engineering; signal transport and
processing; and computing. These activities should emphasize understanding of the
performance/cost implications in relation to the science goals.

2.7 Response to Review Panel Report
The Review Panel Report was presented and discussed during an SSEC meeting during March 2010.
As a result of the report the SSEC made various decisions and initiated several actions in support. A
response to the report was also drafted and submitted back to the review panel on 28 May 2010.
The response to the findings and recommendations, interwoven into the Review Panel Report, is
attached in Appendix C.

3

Next Steps

Following the review of the report by the SSEC, an SSEC subcommittee was established to develop a
more focussed definition of the science and technical aspects of Phase 1 of the SKA. Work is
currently under way in this regard.
Moving forward some of the system CoDR will have to be updated to ensure alignment at system
level with this initiative. Following this update a delta CoDR will be performed and the system will
move into the Definition Phase.
The milestone WP2.1.1 is considered complete.

----------0----------
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1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document
This document describes the plan for the System Concept Design Review (CoDR) for the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) project.

1.2 Scope of the document
This document will described all matters related to the review itself. It will include logistics
surrounding the review as well as a preliminary agenda.

1.3 Date and Place
The System CoDR will be held on 24, 25 and 26 February 2010 at the University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK.

2

References

[1]

3

K Cloete, System Engineering Management Plan, document WP2-005.010.030-MP-001.

Purpose and Expected Outcome of the System CoDR

The system CoDR is the review of the work conducted at system level during the Concept Phase. The
phase as well as the design review requirements are described in more detail in [1].
During the Concept Phase of the project, the system engineering process will be initiated by
conducting investigations into, amongst others, the particular technologies being utilised,
technology trends, technology options, work already done and being done by precursors, design
studies and other pathfinder arrays, and results obtained from this work. Preliminary investigations
into the full set of requirements, the interfaces and the risks will also be conducted.
The CoDR will be conducted to evaluate:


The overall progress,



Whether the technical adequacy obtained during the concept phase is at a sufficient level of
maturity to allow the system to move into the next phase,



Whether all system aspects of the project have been covered and where gaps exist, whether
adequate measures have been identified to address the shortcomings.

The expected outcome of the review is the establishment of the system concept baseline by
conclusion of the system level concept phase. Following the successful conclusion of the review the
next phase, the system definition phase, will be initiated.
2010-02-23
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More specifically the Review Panel is requested to consider the following questions:

4

1.

Is the system framework that has been created strong enough to enable the project to
move forward as a whole and is it sufficient enough to provide the necessary and clear
guidance to the lower levels of the project?

2.

At the concept level, is the system presented capable of meeting the science
requirements?

3.

Has sufficient evidence been presented for including candidate technologies to justify
further resources being spent on further analysis and refinement, based on current
knowledge of feasibility, cost and performance (i.e. meeting science requirements)?

4.

Have all the necessary elements been considered or are there gaps and/or shortcomings?

5.

Is there a sufficiently accurate estimate of risk at this stage of the project?

6.

Is the plan for reducing risk credible?

7.

Are the planned decision-making processes sufficient and reasonable for carrying out the
trade-offs needed to arrive at a final system design?

8.

At what stage should descope options be considered?

9.

Is the plan for proceeding through the subsequent project phases credible?

10.

Is the schedule for proceeding to the subsequent project phases credible?

11.

Are resources sufficient to carry out work subsequent to the CoDR, and commensurate
with the planned schedule? (People, Budget).

Organisation

4.1 Participants
The following groups of review participants have been identified:


External Review Panel : The five members of the external review panel



Presenters : Staff members of the SPDO



Observers : Any other attendee (see below)

2010-02-23
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The External Review Panel is composed of the following members:


Wolfgang Wild (ALMA) (chairman)

wwild@eso.org



Jim Yeck (Icecube Neutrino Observatory)

jim.yeck@icecube.wisc.edu



John Webber (NRAO)

jwebber@nrao.edu



Robin Sharpe

robin.sharpe@ntlworld.com



Lyndon Evans (Large Hadron Collider)

Lyn.Evans@cern.ch

As Presenters, the following people have been identified:


Peter Dewdney (SPDO)

dewdney@skatelescope.org



Joe Lazio (SPDO)

lazio@skatelescope.org



Kobus Cloete (SPDO)

cloete@skatelescope.org



Rob Millenaar (SPDO)

millenaar@skatelescope.org



SPDO Domain Specialists

Note that the presenters will be doing the presentations on behalf of the international collaboration
and contributors.

As Observers, the following people have been invited:


Andy Faulkner (UCAM)



Chris Shenton (UMAN)



Dave DeBoer (CSIRO)



Jonathan Hargreaves (JIVE)



Kris Zarb Adami (UOXF)



Jan Geralt bij de Vaate (ASTRON)



Members of the SSEC (exact numbers and attendance still to be confirmed)



Other SPDO staff members

2010-02-23
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4.2 Review Process
The External Review Panel is expected to review the CoDR documentation prior to the actual review.
Any questions, comments or queries sent to the SPDO contact person in advance will be recorded
and be dealt with during the review. Questions, comments or queries posed during the review will
be recorded and will be attempted to be addressed during the review. In the event that any issue
cannot be dealt with during the review, it will be recorded as such and the SPDO will address these
outstanding issues as soon as possible after the review.

4.3 Roles and Responsibilities
The SPDO shall
•

Distribute the last of the documentation to the External Reviewers no later than two weeks
before the review date;

•

Record all questions, comments and queries raised before and during the review;

•

Respond to questions, comments and queries before, during and after the review;

•

Record the responses to the questions, comments and queries;

•

Organise and support the review meeting:

•

Provide the necessary facilities for the meeting;

•

Respond to agreed Actions within the agreed due dates;

•

Compile an overview report to the SSEC after the review.

The External Review Panel Chairman shall


Organise and lead the External Review Panel;



Review the documentation;



Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part or
aspect of the project;



Prepare and issue the External Review Panel Report, together with a list of the agreed
Actions;

2010-02-23
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The External Review Panel Members shall
•

Review the documentation;

•

Raise questions, comments and queries before and during the review related to any part or
aspect of the project;

•

Support the Chairman in the preparation of the External Review Panel Report;

The Observers are invited to

5

•

Attend the review;

•

Provide written feedback with regards to any of the aspect (including the documentation) of
the review after the review.

Review Schedule
1. Weeks 16 Nov to 18 Dec 2009 – Finalise scope of CoDR and contents of documents, identify
participants, arrange short telecons, start work on documents.
2. Weeks 21 Dec 2009 to 1 Jan 2010 – Christmas break.
3. Weeks 4 Jan to 29 Jan 2010 – Produce first drafts of documents, read and update, finalise as
many of the smaller documents during this period.
4. Week 1 Feb to 5 Feb 2010 – Gather as many contributors as possible in Manchester for a
week of document finalisation. Distribute documents for internal review at the end of this
week.
5. Week 8 Feb to 12 Feb 2010 – Internal review. Schedule a telecon with the internal reviewers
on the Wednesday of this week to gather comments and identify remaining issues. Update
documents following internal review.
6. 15 Feb 2010 - Distribute last of the documents to the external reviewers.
7. 23 Feb 2010 – Review panel members arrive in Manchester
8. 24 and 25 Feb 2010 – Conduct design review
9. 26 Feb 2010 – Review panel to draft report and provide initial feedback
10. Week 1 Mar to 5 Mar – Internal follow-up review, determine and action follow up items.

2010-02-23
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6

Review Documentation

The CoDR Documentation Package consists of the following documents:

Doc No

Title

1

SKA Science Case

2

Design Reference Mission (DRM)

3

SKA Science Operations Plan

4

SKA High-Level System Description

5

SKA System Requirement Specification (SRS)

6

System Interfaces

7

Environmental requirements

8

SKA strategies and philosophies
(including Cost, Power, Monitoring and control, EMC, Timing and Sync, Cooling,
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability (RAM), Software engineering and
development, Standards, Units of measure, Infrastructure boundaries, Quality,
Health and safety, Standardisation, Obsolescence, Human engineering, Life cycle
definitions, Testing and verification, Change Management).

9

Risk register

10

Requirements traceability matrix

11

System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP)

12

Logistic Engineering Management Plan (LEMP)

13

Risk Management Plan (RMP)

14

Document Handling Procedure

15

Project Dictionary

16

Strategy to proceed to the next phase

17

SKA array configuration report

18

SKA site RFI environment report

19

Troposphere measurement campaign report
Relevant reference documents

2010-02-23
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7

Agenda

Please note that all times are reflected in UT.
Session

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Wednesday, 24 February 2010
Review panel (closed meeting)
Welcome and general overview of the SKA
Purpose and context of the system CoDR
SKA science case and DRM
Coffee break
Science Operations plan
High level system description (include
presentation of technical risks)
Lunch break
Other risks (risk register)
System Requirement Specification
System interfaces and interface management
Environmental requirements
Strategies and philosophies

Cost
Coffee break

Power
Review panel (closed meeting)
Dinner (Christies Bistro)
Thursday, 25 February 2010
Review panel (closed meeting)
Management plans
SEMP
LEMP
Coffee break
RMP
Documentation Control
Strategies and philosophies (continued)

Software engineering

M&C

EMC
Lunch break

Rest of strategies
Requirements traceability
WP3 documents
Coffee break
Strategy to proceed to the next phase
Review panel (closed meeting)

2010-02-23

Presenter

Starting time

Time
allocated
Room 5.210 University Place
Reviewers
9:00 – 9:30
30 minutes
RTS
9:30 – 10:00
30 minutes
PED
10:00 – 10:15
15 minutes
JL
10:15 – 10:45
30 minutes
10:45 – 11 :15
30 minutes
JL/PED
11:15 – 11:45
30 minutes
PED
11:45 – 12:45
1 hour

KC
KC
KC
KC

12:45 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:00
13:00 – 14:15
14:15 – 14:30
14:30 – 14:45

45 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes

14:45 – 15:15
15:15 – 15:45
15:45 – 16:15
16:15 – 17:15
18:30

30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
1 hour

RMc
KC
Reviewers
All

Room 3.225, Alan Turing Building
Reviewers
9:00 – 9:30
30 minutes
KC
KC
KC
KC
DH
WT
NR
KC
KC
RPM
PED
Reviewers

9:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:15
11:15 – 11:30

30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
15 minutes
15 Minutes

11:30 – 12:00
12:00 – 12:15
12:15 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:15
13:15 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:15
14:15 – 15:00
15:00 – 15:30
15:30 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:00

30 minutes
15 minutes
15 minutes
45 minutes
45 minutes
15 minutes
45 minutes
30 minutes
1 hour
30 minutes
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Revision : E
Session
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10

Presenter

Friday, 26 February 2010
Review panel (closed meeting)
SPDO/Observer discussions (parallel session)
Lunch break
Initial feedback to SKA team
Summary and closing of review

RTS – Richard Schilizzi
KC – Kobus Cloete
WT – Wallace Turner

8

Time
allocated
Room 5.209 University Place
Reviewers
9:00 – 12:30
3.5 hours
KC Facilitate
9:00 – 12:30
3.5 hours
12:30 – 13:10
40 minutes
Panel Chair
13:10 – 14:30
1.5 hours
RTS
14:30 – 15:00
30 minutes

JL – Joseph Lazio
RMc – Roshene McCool
DH – Duncan Hall

Starting time

PED – Peter Dewdney
NR – Neil Roddis
RPM – Rob Millenaar

Logistics

8.1 Location
The SPDO office is located at:
Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics (Room 3.136)
Alan Turing Building (Building 46) (53°28'4.58"N 2°13'53.27"W)
University of Manchester
Manchester
M13 9PL
UK
The meeting rooms for the review are:
Wednesday 24th

: Room 5.210 University Place (Building 37) (53°28'0.94"N 2°14'1.50"W)

Thursday 25th

: Lovell Seminar Room, Room 3.225, Alan Turing Building (Building 46)
(53°28'4.58"N 2°13'53.27"W)

Friday 26th

: Room 5.209 University Place (building 37) (53°28'0.94"N 2°14'1.50"W)

8.2 Contact Persons
For support please contact any of the following SPDO representatives:
Name

Peter Dewdney (Project Engineer)

Email

dewdney@skatelescope.org

Phone

+44 (0)161 275 4294

2010-02-23
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Name

Kobus Cloete (System Engineer)

Email

cloete@skatelescope.org

Phone

+44 161 275 4081

Name

Lisa Bell (Office Manager)

Email

bell@skatelescope.org

Phone

+44 (0)161 275 4239

Fax

+44 (0)161 275 4049

Campus Map

Campus map attached on next page.
For more maps of the campus please see http://www.manchester.ac.uk/visitors/travel/maps/.
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Rev G

Delivery Status of System CoDR Documents
Doc No
1

Title
SKA Science Case:

Science with the Square Kilometre Array, eds: C. Carilli,
S. Rawlings, New Astronomy Reviews, Vol.48, Elsevier,
December 2004
2

Design Reference Mission (DRM):

The Square Kilometre Array Design Reference Mission:
SKA-mid and SKA-lo, v0.4.
3

Science Operations Plan:
The SKA Science And Technical Operations Plan

4

SKA High-Level System Description

5

SKA System Requirement Specification (SyRS)

6
7

System Interfaces
Site Climate and Geotechnical Information

8a

SKA strategies and philosophies

8b

SKA Monitoring and Control Strategy

9

Risk register

10

Requirements traceability

11

System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP)

12

SKA Logistic Engineering Management Plan (LEMP)

13

Risk Management Plan (RMP)

Updated : 2010-02-15

Document number
Please visit the following url.
http://www.skatelescope.org/pages/science_genScBook.htm
All the chapters of the Science Case are available on this page.

Distribution Date
2010-02-01

Can also be downloaded from the following url:
http://www.skatelescope.org/PDF/091001_DRM_v0.4.pdf
(File: 02-091001_DRM_v0.4.pdf)

2010-02-01

WP2-001.010.010-PLA-001
Rev A dated 2010-01-29
(File : 03-WP2-001.010.010-PLA-001-A_ScienceTechOpsPlan1.pdf)
WP2‐005.030.010‐TD‐001
Rev A, dated 2010-02-15
WP2-005.030.000-SRS-001
Rev E, dated 2010-02-12
Included in Strategies document (doc 8)
WP3-060.020.000-R-001
Rev B, dated 2010-02-09
WP2-005.010.030-TR-001
Rev E, dated 2010-02-11

2010-02-01

WP2-005.065.000-R-001
Rev E, dated 2010-02-04
MGT-090.010.010-RE-002
Rev B, dated 2010-02-15
WP2-005.030.000-R-001
Rev B, dated 2010-02-12
WP2-005.010.030-MP-001
Rev E, dated 2010-02-02
WP2-005.010.030-MP-002
Rev C, dated 2010-01-18
MGT-040.040.000-MP-001
Rev 1, dated 2009-08-03

2010-02-08

2010-02-15
2010-02-12
2010-02-12
2010-02-10
2010-02-12

2010-02-15
2010-02-12
2010-02-03
2010-02-03
2010-02-03
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Rev G
Doc No
14

Title
PREPSKA Documentation Standards, Handling And Control

15
16

Project Dictionary
Strategy to proceed to the next phase

17

SKA Configurations Design: Status January 2010

18
19

The Radio Frequency Interference Environment at
Candidate SKA Sites
Tropospheric Characterisation of SKA Sites

20

SKA System Concept Design Review Plan

21

SKA Science-Technology Trade-Off Process

22
23

SKA Site Climate Data
Revised Approach To The WP2 Work Plan and Timeline

24
25

The Square Kilometre Array
Project Management Plan for the Square Kilometre Array,
2008-2012

Updated : 2010-02-15

Document number
MGT-040.010.010-MP-001
Rev C, dated 2009-04-02
Will be available at review
WP2-005.010.030-PLA-001
Rev D, dated 2010-02-08
WP3-050.020.000-R-001
Rev 1.2, dated 2010-02-04
WP3-010.020.000-R-001
Rev 1.2, dated 2010-02-05
WP3-040.020.000-R-001
Rev 1, dated 2010-01-29
Supporting Documents
WP2-005.020.010-PLA-001
Rev C, dated 2010-02-02
WP2-005.010.030-MP-004
Rev 1.2, dated 2010-02-04
Version: 0.2 (draft), Date: 30-9-2008
MGT-005.010.010-R-001
Rev 2, dated 2009-10-08
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 97,No. 8, August 2009
MGT-040.030.000-PMP-001
Rev C, dated 2010-02-09

Distribution Date
2010-02-03

2010-02-09
2010-02-08
2010-02-08
2010-02-08
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2010-02-03
2010-02-09
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Response to the Panel Report
on the
SKA System Concept Design Review

SKA Program Development Office, 24 May 2010
Summary
The Panel’s report has had a profound effect on the international SKA Project.
The SKA Science and Engineering Committee (SSEC) has considered the Panel’s main
conclusion that the combination of scope, timeline and cost of the project is in general overambitious and in several areas unrealistic, and its recommendation that the science goals be
prioritized to allow the definition of a baseline design, and has taken action. It has appointed
a sub-committee to define the science goals and a concept technical baseline for Phase 1 of
the project with the aim of stabilizing the requirements on the design as soon as possible.
Also in the process of definition is the timeline and process by which enhancements to the
baseline design can be incorporated in Phase 2, potentially enabling wider science goals. It
is now envisaged that the decision on the mix of receptor technologies in Phase 2 will take
place in 2016.
The Panel’s conclusion that two years is too short a time for the detailed design, production
engineering and tooling phase, has also been acted upon by the SSEC, and an additional
year has been incorporated in the schedule. Roll-out of Phase 1 construction is now planned
to commence in 2016.
The impact of these decisions on the conduct of the system design for the SKA and the
development of the system architecture, as well as the key dates in that process, is currently
being analysed by the SPDO and the partner institutes.
The Panel commended the SPDO on its preparations for the review and the degree and
professionalism of the SKA systems engineering, but recommended that the SSEC should
further empower the SPDO in its central role. In particular, the Panel emphasised that the
project structure should be strengthened with institutional accountability formally in place. In
response, the SSEC approved the establishment of a WP2 Management Team for the
system design work, led by the SPDO Project Manager and including the SPDO Project
Engineer and the responsible people at the six Lead Institutes around the world.

1. Introduction
In its report, the CoDR panel summarized its findings and recommendations in a series of 20
points and went into further detail in separate sections on Review Preparation, Overall
Impression, Science Goals, Technology, Project Definition Phase, Decision Making, Costing
and Resources, Schedule, Site Selection, Project Structure, and Answers to Detailed
Questions posed by the SPDO. In the following, we respond to the points made by the
Panel.
1
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2. Response to specific points in the Panel Report
2.1 Review Preparation and Overall Impression
1. The Panel was impressed by the preparations for the review and the degree and
professionalism of the SKA systems engineering. The Panel appreciates the rapid response to
questions submitted shortly before the review. The documentation provided was of a high
standard and covered all relevant aspects. This gave a lot of confidence in the SPDO led
effort.
2. The SKA team seemed to have recognized about 95% of the problems (but recognizing a
problem does not mean it is solved or that it is solvable). The Panel could only identify two
possible gaps: security of hardware at remote sites, and export controls.
The SPDO and colleagues around the world put substantial effort into the document set in
the knowledge that a formal systems engineering approach is essential for a project of this
size and technical and organizational complexity. It is important that the Panel has clearly
stated its support for this approach, and has noted (p.8) that “The early introduction of
systems engineering as has occurred should be extremely beneficial.”
The gaps in the system engineering analysis identified by the Panel concerning security of
hardware at the remote sites, and possible export controls on high technology items have
been noted by the SPDO and will be rectified.
3. SKA in its present setup tries to push technology limits on pretty much all fronts. Some
parameters are pushed orders of magnitude beyond state-of-the-art. Even things that
traditionally have been minor problems are now an issue (e.g., power, computing, signal
transport & processing, …). Given current time and cost constraints the Panel felt that the
combination of scope, timeline, and cost was in general overambitious and in several areas
unrealistic.
4. Given current timeframe and assumed funding constraints, the science covers too large a
parameter space and includes requirements which imply differing optimal design decisions,
e.g. optimizing hardware for survey vs. Single object observations. This hinders further
progress in the SKA definition and converging on a conceptual design. It is an important
decision for the project to either keep to the proposed timeline and adjust the scope
accordingly, or keep the ambitious scope and adjust the timeline (and budget) accordingly.
5. The system engineering team did a great job in trying to satisfy the wide range of science
requirements. However, the Panel did not see stable requirements which would allow a
stable design for SKA. At this stage, the panel expected a higher degree of refinement
regarding the SKA concept.
6. SKA is ready to move into the definition phase. This transition is essential to support the
proposed timeline for a construction start (with a redefined scope), to arrive at an SKA
concept, and to ensure that additional resources are focused on activities that truly support
the SKA schedule.
2
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The Panel’s conclusion that the combination of scope, timeline, and cost was in general
overambitious and in several areas unrealistic, has been considered by the SSEC. Their
resolution of this problem has been to reduce the scope of the SKA in terms of its science
for the first phase and define the baseline technology (see next section).The SSEC also
extended the timeline for the overall project, while holding to the capital cost target of 1.5 B€
(2007). As summarized in the next section, a sub-set of the SKA science goals have been
selected for Phase 1 by the SSEC in order to drive the concept technical baseline in the first
phase of development. This will provide a focussed mission statement and enable the
project to converge on a realizable and stable set of requirements for the design in the short
term.
With the additional resources allocated by the project partners, and the formal global project
management structure described in section 2.6, this is expected to result in a stable design
at the end of 2011 ready for costing by the end of 2012, as planned.

2.2 Science Goals, Technology, and Decision-making
7. The project needs to take important decisions on science and technology soon. It is
recommended to define very well the process for making choices and make it very visible
throughout the project. Entrust decision making to smaller groups wherever possible.
8. The Panel recommends prioritizing the science goals as soon as possible in order to enable
the project to move forward with a system concept definition. This is a necessary condition
to allow the definition of a SKA baseline design whose implementation would be feasible on
the chosen timeline.
9. In order to enable the necessary prioritization, the Panel recommends that a suitably
empowered and trusted independent Science Advisory Body should be established as soon
as possible. Ideally this Science Advisory Body would consist of science authorities in
astronomy who are independent of technology driven programs for SKA.
10. It is the Panel’s impression that, in SKA, engineering and development goals and interests
have been weighted at least equally with science goals. The Panel recommends changing
this situation and making sure that the SKA be a primarily science-driven project.
11. The Panel recommends a two stage approach by defining a “baseline” SKA project and
future “enhancements”. The baseline SKA would be based on achieving a few top level
science goals resulting from the science prioritization process. It would accommodate a mix
of low risk and high risk technology and be feasible within the schedule and cost constraints.
At the same time, and in view of more ambitious long-term goals, a roadmap should be
planned for the introduction of innovative (higher risk) technologies which will become
available at a later stage and enable wider science goals (“enhancements”).
12. The Panel recommends that a Technology Advisory Body be established to assist in reaching
the appropriate technology choices versus time in the process outline above. The TAB
should consist of neutral experts who can assist the project to make initial technology
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selections and in the process of road mapping for the introduction of innovative
technologies into later stages of deployment.
At its recent meeting in Manchester, the SSEC acted upon these conclusions and
recommendations. Reacting to the Panel’s observation on the risks in simultaneously
pushing the limits in many key technologies for the SKA, it decided to define as quickly as
possible the science goals and baseline technology for Phase 1 in order to bring focus to the
project.
The SSEC also decided to follow the Panel’s recommendation of a two stage technology
development program including the baseline (Stage 1) and innovative technologies that
need more time to prove their technical maturity and cost feasibility before committing to
construction (Stage 2). From the SSEC’s point of view, SKA Phase 1 technology will be the
Panel’s Stage 1 and will continue through into Phase 2, while the Panel’s Stage 2 enhanced
technology may be a significant fraction of SKA Phase 2 but this is dependent on the
outcomes of the current R&D programs.
Science goals
The SSEC did not follow the Panel’s recommendation to establish a Science Advisory Board
at this time because it decided it was itself competent to carry out the science prioritization
on a much shorter timescale. A sub-committee was appointed from among its members and
the SPDO Director to make a proposal for the science goals for Phase 1.
The Phase 1 science goals identified by the sub-committee and approved by the SSEC at a
recent telecon are a sub-set of the Phase 2 goals. They are as follows:
(i)

Understanding the history and role of neutral Hydrogen in the Universe from
the dark ages to the present-day, and

(ii)

Detecting and timing binary pulsars and spin-stable millisecond pulsars in
order to test theories of gravity (including General Relativity and quantum
gravity), to discover gravitational waves from cosmological sources, and to
determine the equation of state of nuclear matter.

These science goals will remain prime in Phase 2 as well, but will be augmented in the event
that any of the enhancement technologies are adopted in Phase 2.

Technology
The SSEC recognised that indeed the engineering and development interests had assumed
their own lives within the project, and agreed to simplify the SKA mission statement to return
the project to being primarily science-driven.
The SSEC did not follow the Panel’s second recommendation to establish a Technical
Advisory Board, again because it decided it was itself competent to define the technical
baseline SKA project in such a way as to enable the focussed science goals. The existing
4
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International Engineering Advisory Committee will comment on the technology choices at
its meeting in June this year.
The baseline design concept for Phase 1 (SKA1) to enable the science goals above includes the
following two elements, both of which are extensions of well-proven technologies:
i)

a low-frequency sparse aperture array operating at frequencies between 70 and 450
MHz. The array will be centrally condensed but some of the collecting area will be
in stations located out to a maximum baseline length of 100 km from the core, and

ii)

a dish array employing a “first-light” instrumentation package that will use single-pixel
feeds to provide high sensitivity and excellent polarization characteristics over a
frequency range of 0.45-3 GHz. The array will be centrally condensed but some of
the collecting area will be co-located with the sparse aperture array stations out to a
maximum baseline length of 100 km from the core.

The dish design will be SKA2 (SKA Phase-2) enabled in terms of its overall performance
specification.
Phase 1  Phase 2
The SSEC sub-committee also conducted a top-level analysis of the steps from the SKA1
concept design towards the realisation of SKA2. The need to develop and assess new
innovative technologies that will substantially enhance the baseline technical specification of
SKA2 is embedded within SKA1 via a “second-generation” instrumentation programme.
Examples of possible second generation instrumentation include: (i) the deployment of PhasedArray Feeds (PAFs) at the focus of the SKA1 dishes, (ii) the deployment of a large Dense
Aperture Array (DAA) operating at frequencies < 1.7 GHz, (iii) placing high-frequency feeds on
the dishes, and (iv) enhancements of the back-end digital processing hardware.
Given the investment and associated progress expected to be made in all of these areas
over the next 5 years, the SSEC now plans a decision on second-generation instrumentation
in 2016, at the start of the initial SKA1 construction phase. This will follow the sciencetechnology-cost trade-off process outlined in the CoDR documentation and set the
requirements for the final design for SKA2. The impact of these decisions on the conduct of
the system design for the SKA and the development of the system architecture, as well as
the key dates in that process, is currently being analysed by the SPDO and the partner
institutes.
The key aspect to be defined for SKA2 is the proportions of dishes, dense aperture arrays and
sparse aperture arrays in the final system. The receptor specifications for SKA1 will be
developed as result of analysing requirements for SKA2, taking into account a plausible range of
top-level system parameters, aligned with the relevant components of the Design Reference
Mission (DRM). During the Phase 1 design process, components of receptors used in SKA1 that
are difficult or impossible to change will be designed and reviewed against the requirements of
the full SKA (SKA2 compliant). In other parts of the system there will be an analysis of the
requirements of SKA1 vs SKA2 which may result in some parts of the system being replaced in
the SKA2 system. Other aspects of the SKA1 system, such as delivery of power, will require a
cost-based analysis as to whether extensibility to SKA2 is feasible.
5
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2.3 Project Definition Phase and Schedule
13. The Panel believes that – in order to enable forward planning – the output of the R&D
program should be generally defined more in terms of software and hardware deliverables,
e.g. detector prototypes with demonstrated performance, reliability, cost etc., rather than
reports alone.
The contracted deliverables to the European Commission are reports referencing the system
and sub-system Design Review reports and the input documentation. As far as hardware is
concerned these reports will be based on prototypes and measurements of their
performance etc. Substantial well-funded Verification Programs are underway for dishes,
aperture arrays and phased array feeds and these will produce, or are already producing,
prototypes. For software, reports on software engineering and the SKA software architecture
as well as developments in the precursor and pathfinder projects and their scalability to the
SKA, are planned over the next three years. The Panel’s recommendation (answer to
Question 11 (p.15)) to run the software work stream more in parallel with the other work
streams will be taken into consideration by the SPDO.
14. The Panel recommends not to underestimate the effort it will take to get from a working
prototype to industrial large scale production based on the Panel’s experience with smaller
production quantities for ALMA and the LHC, and large quantities in industrial production.
The planned time for achieving this step, currently two years for “Detailed Design,
Production Engineering and Tooling” is too short in the Panel’s assessment.
The Panel’s conclusion that two years is too short a time for the detailed design, production
engineering and tooling phase, has been acted upon by the SSEC, and an additional year
has been incorporated in the schedule. Resource planning is now taking place to permit the
planned activities to complete within the three years allocated. Roll-out of Phase 1
construction is now planned to commence in 2016.
18. The schedule for the next two years, including the preparation of a Conceptual Design
Report, should include a couple of dozen milestones with clear definitions of what it means
to satisfy the milestone and the exact dates that the milestones are expected to be
complete.
This will be prepared by the SPDO in conjunction with the Lead Institutes as part of the work
of the WP2 Management Team described briefly in section 2.6.
2.4 Costing and Resources
15. A framework for doing lifetime SKA costing seems in place. However, a detailed costing was
not given, and the panel expected a more advanced costing at this stage. Stabilising
requirements and producing a credible costing are quite urgent at this stage of the project.
The project should not underestimate or understate the cost.
Credible costing of the SKA has a high priority in the SPDO, and one of our Domain
Specialists has been tasked with coordinating this activity.
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16. SKA should ensure that the SKA R&D, design work, and alternatives analysis during the
project definition phase is driven by achieving cost reduction and satisfying the target total
cost goals as well as the science goals.
The science-technology-cost trade-off process described in the system CoDR
documentation provides a framework for accomplishing this goal.
17. The Project Director should prepare a resource plan for completing the R&D and conceptual
design work needed to produce a high quality set of requirements and conceptual design
report. The resource plan needs to be adequate to establish a credible construction plan for
SKA including the total construction cost and sufficient information on operating costs to
inform the funding agencies of the long-term commitments needed to meet the science
goals.
A resource plan is in preparation for the pre-construction phase from 2011-2015. If funded,
this will provide the financial resources to complete the R&D for the baseline design and
enhancements and to fund the staff of the SKA Organisation needed to manage the detailed
design phase prior to construction, and handle procurement issues related to construction. In
this pre-construction period, funding is to be channelled through the SKA Organisation to the
institutes for prototyping and detailed design work, replacing the separate national and
regional funding streams now in place.
One of the specific goals of WP2 in PrepSKA is the preparation by the end of 2012 of a
credible construction plan for the SKA including site infrastructure, and a statement on the
construction and operations costs.

2.5 Site selection
The SSEC agrees with the Panel that the SKA site decision is important to the long term
future of radio astronomy as a whole, and that it may represent the last opportunity to select
a relatively well protected site on this planet.

2.6 Project Structure
19. In order to achieve the schedule and resource planning goals outlined above, the project
structure needs to be strengthened. The SSEC should further empower the SPDO to carry
out the SKA central management, integration, and project administration functions. Success
depends on the participating organizations acknowledging and supporting the central role of
the SPDO. The project should start setting up the framework for institutional accountability
now, e.g., MOU’s with high-level authorities such as Institute Directors, Division Heads, or
Department Chairs.
The SSEC is fully aware of the need for a strong global structure to coordinate the SKA R&D
activities. The SPDO already has a strong central role in the SKA as the coordinating entity
for the science case, engineering development, and site characterization of the SKA. This
has been recently enhanced by the SSEC's approval of a proposal to establish a
WP2 Management Team for the system design work. Support in the participating institutes
7
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has increased significantly in the last few months with the identification of dedicated
resources in the Lead and Contributing Institutes around the world. The Panel
recommended concluding separate MoAs with the institutes as a means of achieving
institutional accountability. However, most of the partner institutes around the world have
signed the PrepSKA contract with the European Commission to carry out work on the
system design, and have accepted specific responsibilities in the Description of Work. So
there seems little point in additional MoAs.
The WP2 Management Team will be led by the SPDO Project Manager and include the
SPDO Project Engineer and the responsible people at the six Lead Institutes around the
world. The SPDO and Lead Institutes are responsible for organizing and managing work by
themselves and the Contributing Institutes on the various specific tasks and sub-tasks in
WP2. Progress will be tracked on a regular basis by the Management Team using standard
project management tools, and risks identified and mitigated.
As noted by the Panel on p11, there is no doubt that additional resources will be required in
the SPDO in order to maintain a high frequency of communication with the distributed SKA
resources. Steps are being prepared in that direction as part of the proposal for preconstruction funding mentioned in section 2.4.
20. Technical effort should continue in all relevant areas: receptor design and construction of
pathfinder/conceptual prototypes; site studies; systems engineering; signal transport and
processing; and computing. These activities should emphasize understanding of the
performance/cost implications in relation to the science goals.
The technical effort in all these areas is continuing with the aim of delivering designs,
performance data where possible, and costs.
2.7 Answers to detailed questions from the SPDO
Responses to the Panel’s answers to these questions have been made in the foregoing
sections.
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